Experienc
e
• Tigran joined the industry in 2011
and has 10+ years worth of quality

• Averaged $3 million gross medical
sales yearly.

cannabis industry experience as a
owner. Tigran oversaw all employees,
dealt with vendors, buying, reviewed
all records, conducted quality control
and managed the overall daily
operation. In these operations, Tigran
always implemented industry best
practices and using his experience, he
continued to develop, and establish
new methods for success.

• Tigran is a founding member of
CERA (Cannabis Equity Retailers
Associations). CERA exists to
represent the social equity cannabis
retailers of Los Angeles.

Onsite
owner
Alexan (Alex) Abgaryan
• T.J. Maxx Retail Management
• Finance degree from California State University Northridge
• Alexan Abgaryan will be the general manager of The Set Oxnard and
the liaison in the neighborhood. He will attend Oxnard city council
meetings regularly and will also be involved with the Oxnard
Business Chamber of Commerce.

Continued Education

• We always strive to stay current on rules and regulations

• We hire and consult others for advice, surrounding ourselves with the best and brightest

• We have traveled to cannabis legal states (Colorado, Nevada, Washington and Oregon)
to observe and learn more about retail stores.

• Regularly attend MJBizcon in Las Vegas, and National Cannabis Summit & Expo in
Oakland

• Regularly attend city and state meetings

• Network and share best practices with other business owners

Neighborhood Compatibility

• Plan to handle Complaints: A manager or owner
will always be on site during business hours to
handle any questions or complaints related to noise,
light, odor, vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Comments
or concerns from members of the community can be
communicated to the business in-person, by phone,
by mail, or through the Set website. The Set's goal is
to resolve complaints in “real time” on the same day
they arrive. It will be the responsibility of
manager/owner to log and respond to complaints.

Neighborhood Compatibility

• The Set will maintain the business premises in a manner
that will best eliminate potential nuisances.
• Noise Reduction We will not have or allow any activities
that would create excessive noise
• Litter Prevention sufficient trash bins will be provided both
inside and outside of store. Security personal will conduct at
least twice daily courtesy patrols and litter pick up in the
area immediately surrounding the proposed facility.
• Traffic Management We have adequate parking within our
premises to allow customers and patients to safely park off
the street and reduce traffic impacts.
• Security protocols and measures to avoid and deter
crime.

Positive Contributions
All residents, business owners
and property owners within 600
feet will have liaison info mailed
to them

Constant community engagement
through different platforms and

We encourage neighbors who
feel negatively affected by our
operations to reach-out to our
General Manager to discuss all
concerns.

Spanish Speaking Staff to
meet needs of community.

events

24-hour surveillance and security
guards patrolling SET’s property, Set
will promote public safety, deter
potential criminal activity, and create a
safer community.

Esthetically pleasing facility absent
of offensive signs or symbols that
may attract undesirable individuals
or inspire neighborhood bad
relations

Odor Control
• The Set Oxnard will institute a tried and true odor management
plan. Our proposed odor control methods includes prevention,
detection, and response protocol.
• The primary source of odor at The Set will occur from packaged
cannabis goods on-site and the retail floor. Storage is primarily
conducted in the secured inventory room, which will be under
negative pressure and a carbon-filtered ventilation system. The only
products that are not in sealed containers for display/ sensory use
are of flower
• Each operating day, the facility manager will evaluate on-site odors
and operations for potential release of objectionable odors. If
questionable or objectionable on-site odors are detected by
management, The Set will investigate and determine the likely
source of the odor, assess the effectiveness of available on-site
management practices to resolve the odor event and immediately
take steps to reduce the odor-generating capacity of on-site
material.

Odor Plan
• Carbon Filters: These are the most reliable and efficient type filters
for removing cannabis odor from airstreams and atmosphere. The
Set will strategically install carbon filters that have been paired with
high velocity, inline fans designed specifically for the task of
eliminating the scent and odor of cannabis and related products.
• Along carbon filters systems the Set will install two Honeywell
F90A1050 Electronic Air Purifies one inside the safe room and one
inside the retail area. The F90A1050 is a surface mounted
Honeywell industrial commercial electronic air cleaner. It cleans by
removing particulates from the air passing through the electronic
cells. This filter is certified to be 94% efficient at capturing 0.5
micron air borne particles that pass through the filter such as pollen,
cat dander, dust, tobacco smoke, and mold spores.
• At each entrance and exit, The Set will install an industrial air
curtain, manufactured by Northern Tool and Equipment keep
air/odors from escaping through any exterior doorways during the
extremely brief periods which they are open during operations.
Doorways will only be open for the period that it takes an individual
to pass through the doorway.

Odor Plan
• Ambient Scent of Retail Premises: The patented AromaBeam™ dry
vapor fragrance diffuser system will be used to effectively freshen
the lobby and retail spaces.
• System Maintenance The Set will verify the effectiveness of the air
quality management system weekly by physically inspecting the
system by listening for the sound of the system, visually ensuring the
lights are on and the system is functioning and verifying there is no
odor. The manager will log that the system has been checked
weekly in an odor control maintenance log.
• Training: All staff will receive training on the odor control methods
available at the facility, both initially and periodically. Training will
include an explanation of the ventilation control, the importance of
closing doors and windows, and ensuring exhaust and filtration
systems are operating as required. Employees will be trained to
ensure that all cannabis goods are kept in sealed, dehumidified
containers that minimize the development of conditions that could
lead to objectionable odors.

Waste Management Plan
• The main objective of The Sets waste management policy is to
secure cannabis waste so it is not accessible to anyone other than
a trained cannabis waste management individual. Destruction of
cannabis goods will be done in accordance with the BCCTR
Chapter 1. 7. 5054 and recorded on video.
• Prior to the disposal of any cannabis product from within the retail
store, the manage/owner will log the cannabis product on the
disposal manifest provided by GAIACA, as well as electronically log
the disposal of the product in SET's POS system, which is linked
with California's Track and Trace system. After recording of waste
manager will destroy the product this includes, at a minimum,
removing or separating the cannabis goods from any packaging or
container and rendering it unrecognizable and unusable.
• The container will be placed within The Set's secured main
inventory vault room and will have a lock attachment. Only
authorized personnel may unlock the waste container.
• The ONLY waste that may be deposited in the container is cannabis
waste.

Why 1744 Saviers road?

Location is desirable from a
transportation accessibility,
safety, and zoning perspective.

The storefront is easily visible to
the public, as opposed to tucked
away out of site where crime could
accumulate

This location is eligible for
drive thru, using the rare
drive-thru breezeway to the
south of the building*

The building layout and size
is ideal for a cannabis
dispensary

Part of the building is
Stand alone property

built of brick

Location

Address: 1744 Saviers Road Oxnard CA
93033
PARCEL NUMBER: 204-0-085-320
Zone: C2
Zone Description: General Commercial
Lot Area: 7098 SF
Building Size: 2567 SF
Onsite Parking Spaces: 10

Location

Location
The project site is located between East Elm street and East Guava St. This building backs to an alley
for easy parking. The property offers two separate access points to the lot, making convenient entry
for future customers. The premise is a sole-tenant building. The facility’s exterior is largely
composed of brick.
Public Visibility As a stand-alone structure on a corner location it is clearly visible to enable easy reporting of
violations or nuisances. This establishment is meant for adults only and will be marketed and advertised as
such. We will go the extra mile to ensure that our marketing material and visibility is kept away from youth.
Our exterior signage shall not include pictures or other representations of cannabis.
Proposed Plans Their will be only one public entrance for the proposed dispensary, which is located at the
front of the property. The lobby will be approximately 288 square feet in area, with seating for customers
waiting to enter the cannabis retail area. The retail sales area, approximately 1,224 square feet, will have
glass cases and refrigerated storage. The property will also include a large employee break room, office,
conference table\training area and a safe room (limited access room
Parking: 10 parking spaces will be provided
Public Transit: The proposed storefront is 300 feet from East Guava St. Making it an ideal location with
respect to being readily accessible to public transit.
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THE SET OXNARD

Community Benefits Plan

Will Hire 75% of employees from
Oxnard

The Set Oxnard will
maximize profits, therefore
will pay more tax

Oxnard will look even more beautiful
because of our neighborhood
beautification project

Check out charity
donations

We have a long track
record
of being a good neighbor

Mentorship Program

